Abstract
P Introduction
Mobron planning usually refers to the prcb!em of finding P short collision-frw motion D f a rcb3t performing "sr a rigid object in 3-dimmsior*al spat-e, a cornpet::
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Rigid objects
Autonomous navigation of omni-directional mobile robots requires a motion planner for a rigid body. This type of motion planner is also needed to plan part motions in assembly planning. For 2D problems where the robot has 3 dof, a brute force method based on a g-id suffices In [la] , such a method is implemented on a graphics hardware, and the computation times are in tens of seconds. We believe that with the memory capacity and CPU speed of a present workstation, this approach can be used for problems up to 4 dof. For 3D problems where dof is 6, two efficient algorithms that also guarantee a solution are [l, 
Manipulators
Since most manipulators have 5 t o 7 dof, we will concentrate on 6-dof manipulators here. For point-topoint movement problem for a manipulator, the first complete motion planner is presented in [13] , which builds 2D slices of the joint-space obstacles. Although complete, this algorithm takes several seconds for a 2-dof problem, and is likely take tens of minutes for 6-dof problems. More efficient algorithms are developed in [lo, 41 , which are again probabilistically and resolution complete, respectively. Both algorithms have the characteristic that they solve easy problems fast, and harder problems with a gradual increase of computation time. It is our view that markedly faster algorithms than those in [lo, 41 are possible with the use of a massively-parallel or knowledge-based approach. For manipulators with 4 dof or less, a brute force method is sufficient, whereas for robots with dof greater than say 10, it is better t o plan a path for the manipulator hand and let the links follow the hand like a snake [14] . 
Conclusions
Motion planning is one of the more mature research fields in robotics. Practical algorithms exist for some problems, while faster algorithms with more understood performance are needed for problems with 6 dof or more. We should always compare the available compute power with the algorithm sophistication, since more problems are solvable with brute force methods as compute power increases.
